[Application of (18)F-fluorodeoxyglucose Metabolic Imaging in Diagnosis and Treatment of Cervical Cancer].
The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the clinical value of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose（18 F-FDG）metabolism imaging in accurate staging and prognosis prediction before treatment of cervical cancer.18F-FDG single photon emission computed tomography（SPECT/CT）was performed before treatment on 27 patients with cervical cancer and was analyzed retrospectively.All the images were analyzed by image fusion software.Meanwhile,primary tumor size and T/B,lymph nodes size and T/B were measured by software.Comparison of the relationship between primary tumor T/B of cervix and clinic pathological factors was performed using SPSS17.0.The diagnosis was established according to pathology results of surgery or/and multi-modalities of imaging and clinical following up.The results showed that the primary tumor T/B value of cervix was 5.9（3.2）.With the increased clinical stage,T/B of primary tumor value was significantly increased（P<0.05）.The T/B value in patients≥Ⅱa stage was significantly higher than those of≤Ⅰb stage.There were no significant correlations between T/B value and primary tumor size,lymph-node metastasis,and histological type（P>0.05）.Thirteen lymph nodes were detected by 18F-FDG imaging in 27 patients with cervical cancer.For diagnosing lymph nodes metastasis,the sensitivity,specificity,accuracy,positive and negative predictive value by 18F-FDG imaging were 75.0%,78.9%,77.8%,60.0% and 88.2%,respectively.The T/B value of all lymph nodes was 6.3（3.5）,in which T/B value of distant metastasis was significantly higher than that of the pelvic metastasis（P<0.05）.There were no significant correlations between T/B value and the size of lymph nodes（P>0.05）.Uterine body uptaking FDG were discovered in 17 patients and 15 cases were then pathologically proved.Two of 15 cases were cancerous invasion of uterine body,and the other 13 cases were physiological changes of endometrial,and the T/B value of the former was significantly higher than that of the latter（P<0.05）.There were positive correlation between invasion of uterine body and lymph nodes metastasis（P<0.05）.In conclusion,18F-FDG imaging has an obvious value for the diagnosis of outside pelvic and distant lymph node metastasis,uterine body infiltrated,and accurate staging.Primary focal T/B value of cervical cancer associates with the clinical stage,which can reflect the risk of patients,and were useful to preliminarily predict the prognosis of cervical cancer.